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From the Romantic Times Sapphire award-winning author of the internationally best-selling Elfhome

series. Rebuild a life, save a city Silas Decker had his world destroyed when he was attacked by

vampires outside of New Amsterdam. He has rebuilt his life a dozen times in the last 300 years -

each time less and less successfully. Now he lives alone, buried under a hoarding habit, struggling

to find some reason to wake up with the setting of the sun. Eloise is a Virtue, pledged to hunting

evil. What she doesn't know is how to live alone in a city full of strangers who know nothing about

monsters. Seth is the 16-year old Prince of Boston, ward of the Wolf King. Now he is left in a city

that desperately needs his protection with enemies gathering all around. Joshua believes he is a

normal, college-bound high school senior. His life is shattered when he wakes up in a field, covered

with blood, and the prom committee scattered in pieces about him like broken dolls. These four

must now come together to unravel a plot by Wickers, witches who gain power from human

sacrifices and have the power to turn any human into their puppet. Four people who lost everything

struggle to save Boston by saving each other.
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I love Wen Spencer so of course I preordered and read this this week on .I had been a little out of

the loop with her upcoming works due to focusing on a new job so this was really a complete

surprise to me. I had no idea what the book was about, I just dove right in. I will say, I do not believe

this us Spencers best work. I wasn't nearly as giddy reading it as I was with tinker or the



woodsprites. However I had a hard time putting it down. I definitely want more. I want to spend more

time with these characters, find out what trouble these budding romances cause and of couse, for

Spencers work, be ever surprised where she takes us. Not the best start but still a good one and I

hope to read more soon.

Wen has done it again. This new universe of hers is every bit as complex and interesting and

addictive as the ones before it. Who knew werewolves could be so competent and hidden so well?

After reading this book more than twice, I am so impatiently waiting for the next in this series, but at

the same time want more from Tinker's world, etc. This is an author I buy as soon as I can trusting

to the fact that she only writes absolutely great books. :)

Loved it! I hope this becomes a new series, because I want to know more about the characters and

their world. I haven't read a book yet by Wen Spencer that I didn't enjoy. The characters and story

line are very well developed and you can become lost in the world she creates. I love that about this

author. This book isn't your "typical" shifter story, which I appreciated. It is a great stand alone story.

But I hope there's more to come!

I loved every second. Even the tense and painful moments. Excellent character building. Great

world building. Truly excellent storyline. From lost heirs to evil Wickers to new family and friends. I

whole heartedly recommend this book. Wonder if she's going to do more in this world? Just a shout

out, anything by this author rocks, especially Tinker & Ukiah Oregon stories.

This is a stand alone novel that will hopefully have sequels, Set between Boston and Utica, NY, it

takes the tropes of werewolves, witches, vampires, and more--and then tramples the tropes

underfoot as it creates a cogent and oddly familiar universe one step to the side of our own. Highly

recommended. Intended for adults, appropriate for YA 13+.

I love Wen Spencer's books! I have read and re-read them many a time. It's always a little scary

when an author builds a new world but I shouldn't have worried! The Black Wolves of Boston is

going to be added to my re-read list!!! A brand new world with an interesting twist to familiar

paranormal species is just the beginning. This book is a rollicking good time filled with snark and

misadventure through good intentions. I felt a little bad for my fiancÃ© because I alternately giggled

and read him passages.



The jacket description is rather disceiving as it makes it sound like a collection of short stories when

really it is alternative points of view of various intriguing characters within one unified story.Hopefully

it is the 1st in a new series as I definitely want to hear more from these characters and their world!

Now, please!

The last several books by Wen Spencer have had this manic frantic pacing that was very hard to

read, the author has gotten rid of the manic pacing in The Black Wolves of Boston. I think this is a

good start to an interesting series. There is a bit of confusion as to whether or not Silas Decker is

gay, or just someone over 300 years old, incredibly lonely, and having been a supernatural for

almost that same length of time has a totally different world view then modern humanity. I do like

that the author is giving characters who are human plus something other different behaviors that

may be read odd to mainstream humans or to someone who has lived and been raised in that

culture and does not know better. This book is an interesting mix and I would like to see where it

goes.
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